Middle Ages Printable Pack
Be forewarned, this isn't an organized unit study, just a mish-mash of
printables and pages we used at my house when doing our Middle Ages study
a couple of years ago. I hope to do a proper unit study for this in the future,
but for the moment, this is what you get :)
So, here are the pages included in this bundle:
• A blank crest and page of decorations to create your own coat of arms
• Code of chivalry poster / anchor chart
• A Cook's Tale, from Chaucer, for read-aloud, copy practice or whatever
• 2 q/a worksheets. I used these with our unit but can't remember which
books we were using at the time. The information is pretty general, so
any books on the Middle Ages should be enough
• Recipe of a traditional dish from the period
• 1 crossword puzzle
• 4 word searches on various aspects of medieval life
• Instructions on playing 2 games (including the board for one of them)
• Fill in the blank armor worksheet
• Castle maze
• Castle coloring page
• Graphic (not mine!) showing the pyramid structure of the feudal system
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Code of Chivalry
1. Live to serve King and Country
2. Live to defend Crown and Country
3. Live one's life so that it is worthy of respect and honor
4. Live for freedom, justice and all that is good
5. Never attack an unarmed foe
6. Never use a weapon on an opponent not equal to the attack
7. Never attack from behind
8. Avoid lying to your fellow man
9. Avoid cheating
10. Avoid torture
11. Obey the law of king, country and chivalry
12. Administer justice
13. Protect the innocent
14. Exhibit self control
15. Show respect to authority
16. Respect women
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A Cook's Tale
One of the Canterbury Tales, written by Geoffrey Chaucer
Once an apprentice dwelt within our town,
Learning the victuals trade. He was as brown
As any berry. Blithely he'd cavort
Like a finch in the wood. Well-built and short,
With locks coal black and very neatly kept,
At dancing he so well, so blithely leapt,
That he was known as Perkin Reveler.
He was as full of love, this victualer,
As is the beehive full of honey sweet,
And lucky were the wenches he would meet.
At every wedding he would sing and hop;
He loved the tavern better than the shop.
When there was a procession in Cheapside,
Out of the shop immediately he hied,
And till he'd seen it all, and took a turn
At dancing, he would not again return;
And there would gather many of his sort
To dance and sing and otherwise disport;
And they would make appointments too to meet
And play at dice at such-and-such a street,
For there was no apprentice in the town
Who better rattled dice and threw them down
Than Perkin Reveler. And he was free
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In what he spent--his master easily
Had learnt this in the shop, for that is where
He often found his box completely bare.
For surely when a prentice takes to vice
Like parties, paramours, and games of dice,
His master in the shop shall be the one
Who pays though having no part in the fun.
Although a 'prentice play guitar or fiddle,
Theft and riotous living differ little;
Truth and revel, in one of low degree,
Will always be at odds, as men may see.
Now with his master this blithe lad remained
Until in victuals nearly fully trained,
Though often chided--more than once he made
The trip to Newgate musicians played.
Then finally one day his master thought,
When Perkin his indenture paper sought,
About an old proverb, the words that say:
"A rotten apple's better thrown away
Before it spoils the barrel." That is true
When dealing with a bad apprentice too;
Less harm is done to let him go apace
Before he ruins all others in the place.
And so his master gave him his acquittance,
And bade him go with sorry luck: "Good riddance!"
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Knights of the
Middle Ages
What city was the English trying to capture during the Crusades?
____________________________________________________________
Did they succeed in taking it?
____________________________________________________________
List 3 items from the Code of Chivalry?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
How many years did it generally take to become a knight?
____________________________________________________________
Name 4 sports or events that might take place during a tournament?
____________________________________________________________
Why did knights carry banners with their crests on them?
____________________________________________________________
What are some weapons that a knight might carry? (name 4)
____________________________________________________________
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Under Siege !
1. Name 4 different kinds of siege engines:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. How would the castle defenders protect the main gate from a battering ram?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. What were the soldiers who tried to dig under the walls called? _________________
4. Which type of siege engine was used to help climb over the walls? ______________
5. What could the defenders do against the oncoming army?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
6. Why would attackers fire dead animals over the castle walls?
_____________________________________________________________________
7. How could attackers overcome the obstacle of the moat?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Making Pottage
During the Middle Ages, pottage was still the main
part of an ordinary person’s diet. It is basically a
vegetable soup, flavoured with herbs and thickened
with oats. Quite often, a batch of pottage remained
on the fire for weeks at a time, with new ingredients
just added in as the pot got lower.
The ordinary people would not have been able to
afford much meat, so would rely on this soup as
their staple diet with bread and sometimes cheese.
Occasionally meat bones or fish would be added when available.
The pottage would have been made with whatever vegetables were in season. However, dried
vegetables such as peas and beans were often served towards the end of winter, by which time
the stored food stocks were very low. This helped people survive until early spring produce
(nettle tips, ground elder and spring greens) began to grow.

Ingredients
• 3 turnips
• 2 carrots
• 1 parsnip
• 2oz oats (whole oats, not the rolled or instant kind)
• 2 tbs chopped fresh parsley
• 2 cups vegetable stock or water
The exact veggie combinations don't matter as long as you roughly have a pound
of vegetables in total.
Peel and chop all the vegetables and mix together with the remaining ingredients
in a large stock pot. Put the lid on, and get it simmering on low heat and cook for
at least half an hour. Stir it around once in a while so nothing sticks to the bottom.
Once the vegetables are tender, your pottage is ready to serve.
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Castles, Crusades, Crosswords!
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Castles and Keeps
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The Church
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Jobs and People
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Home and Health
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How to Play Hazard
Hazard was a popular game played with a pair of dice during the Middle Ages, and is
easy enough to learn today. It might seem complicated at first, but it's just a matter of
knowing which numbers will win or lose on any turn.
To start, the person throwing the dice picks a number from 5 to 9. This number is called
the main. Then 2 dice are thrown.
If he rolls the main, he wins (nicks). If he rolls a 2 or a 3, he loses (throws out)
If he rolls an 11 or a 12, then it will depend on what number the main is.
• if the main was 5 or 9, he throws out with either 11 or 12
• if the main was 6 or 8, he throws out with 11 but nicks with 12
• if the main was 7, he throws out with 12 but nicks with 11
If he rolls anything number that doesn't nick or throw out, that number is now called the
chance, the dice are tossed again.
• if he rolls the chance, he nicks
• if he rolls the main this time, he throws out
• if he rolls neither one, he keeps rolling the dice until either the main or the chance
is rolled
Once the player has thrown out 3 times in a
row, the dice is passed to the next player.
Betting is done at various points of the game,
with the other players betting to see whether
the next throw will be a nick or a throw out.
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How to Play Nine Men's Morris
Another (simpler) game of the Middle Ages is Nine Men's Morris. You'll need a
set of tokens for each side, like coins. You need 9 pieces each. We used checker
pieces that we already had. This strategy game is played in 3 stages.
For stage 1, each player simply places one of their pieces on the game board
spots. Each time you make a row of three (called a mill), you get the take away
an opponents piece of your choice. So during this stage, you try to create mills
while preventing your opponent from making any. Once all the pieces are placed,
you move on to stage 2.
In stage 2, you now move pieces into empty spaces to create your mills. You can
only move from one spot to the one immediately next to it along the lines. There
is no jumping.
Again, you try to block your opponent while building your own rows of 3. Each
time a mill is created, you take your opponents piece. Once in a mill, you can still
freely move your pieces next time. That also means that you can shift a piece out
of a mill, and then right back in again for the next turn.
When one person is down to 3 pieces, stage 3 is applied for them. That means
they no longer have to move from one spot to a connected one. Now they can
"fly" and move anywhere on the board.
Once someone is down to 2 pieces, they have lost and the game is over.
Stalemates are also quite common.
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